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FROM SPACE

TO THE CHALLENGE


	Text2: Offer an innovative solution to test and approve health sensors 
	text3: Then illustrate your solution with a video
	text5: Use e-health sensors recommended by the space clinic!
	text1: Imagine a sensor validation service offer for different user profiles 
	text4: Produce sales material explaining your value proposition, your target segments and your system
	text6: CNES
	text7: A service offer for standardised validation of medical sensors
	text8: The Moon, an asteroid, Mars... so many distant enchanting destinations. Nevertheless, long-term (wo)manned space exploration is a challenge for the human body (involving physiological changes, a hostile environment, microgravity effects, isolation etc.).  MEDES, a CNES health subsidiary, has a unique Space Clinic for studying and preparing future space exploration. Using innovative equipment and models, numerous clinical studies are carried out to find ways of staying healthy in space. One line of research is the use of connected sensors to monitor the health of astronauts, and many such devices are currently being tested on Earth and in the International Space Station.
	text9: Using the infrastructures of the space clinic, propose a service platform that would enable standardised evaluation of the numerous sensors and/or e-health solutions on the market or under development. The sensor evaluation model should be representative of their use in real conditions. The main end users would be bodies wishing to prescribe sensors or e-health solutions, who could use this platform to ensure that the tools they propose have been validated and are fit for the intended use. Come up with a useful, operational, multi-user service offer.Then illustrate your solution with a video.Finally, produce sales material explaining your value proposition, your target segments and your system in a way that best illustrates your business model.
	text10: https://actinspace.org/challenges
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